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Abstract
Resum.
El paradigma serverless acosta la computació en el núvol a programadors no
especialitzats, basant-se en principis com la simplificació, l'escalabilitat o el
pagament segons la utilització dels recursos. Les arquitectures serverless obren
una via cap al processament des d'un ordinador personal estàndard de volums de
dades d'una altra manera inviables, eliminant complicacions derivades de la
gestió dels recursos. En aquest context, han sorgit durant els últims anys
diferents frameworks serverless d'anàlisi de dades, com PyWren o Lithops. No
obstant això, el fet que les funcions serverless no mantinguin un estat intern
persistent complica la seva aplicació en tasques amb un volum elevat de
comunicació entre funcions. Les execucions tipus shuffle són especialment
problemàtiques en aquestes circumstàncies. A dia d'avui, les solucions
proposades per a aquest tipus de problemes no són completament transparents a
l'usuari i no compleixen amb els principis del paradigma serverless. En aquest
treball presentem una primitiva d'ordenació serverless completament transparent
implementada sobre Lithops, que allunya l'usuari de qualsevol tipus de gestió de
recursos. Incloem conceptes poc freqüents en arquitectures serverless, com
l'execució especulativa i el MapReduce asíncron. Mostrem un model matemàtic
qu’infereix el nombre òptim de funcions per a cada tasca d'ordenament i provem
la seva efectivitat. Finalment, comprovem el rendiment del nostre algoritme
davant d'un sistema d'avaluació estandarditzat.
Resumen.
El paradigma serverless acerca la computación en la nube a programadores no
especializados, basándose en principios como la simplificación, la escalabilidad
o el pago según la utilización de los recursos. Las arquitecturas serverless abren
una vía hacia el procesamiento desde un ordenador personal estándar de
volúmenes de datos de otra manera inviables, eliminando complicaciones
derivadas de la gestión de los recursos. En este contexto, han surgido durante los
últimos años diferentes frameworks de análisis de datos serverless, como
PyWren o Lithops. Sin embargo, el hecho de que las funciones serverless no
mantengan un estado interno persistente complica su aplicación en tareas con un
volumen elevado de comunicación entre funciones. Las ejecuciones tipo shuffle
son especialmente problemáticas en dichas circunstancias. A día de hoy, las
soluciones propuestas para este tipo de problemas no son completamente
transparentes al usuario y no cumplen con los principios del paradigma
serverless. En este trabajo presentamos una primitiva de ordenación serverless
completamente transparente implementada sobre Lithops que aleja al usuario de
cualquier tipo de gestión de recursos. Incluimos conceptos poco frecuentes en
arquitecturas serverless, como la ejecución especulativa y el MapReduce
asíncrono. Mostramos un modelo matemático que infiere el número óptimo de
funciones para cada tarea de ordenamiento y probamos su efectividad.
Finalmente, comprobamos el rendimiento de nuestro algoritmo frente a un
sistema de evaluación estandarizado.

Abstract
Abstract.
The serverless paradigm brings cloud computing close to not specialized
programmers, with principles such as simplification, scalability, and pay-per-use
billing. Serverless architectures open the way to process otherwise unimaginable
data volumes from a standard personal computer, removing embarrassing
resource provisioning tasks. In this context, different frameworks for serverless
data analytics have emerged during the past years, like PyWren and Lithops,
among others. However, the stateless nature of serverless functions makes it
difficult for them to host workloads with heavy communication between
functions. Shuffle-like jobs, like the MapReduce sort, are especially problematic
in such conditions. Current solutions for serverless shuffle jobs are not fully
transparent to the user and do not fulfill the principles of the serverless paradigm.
In this work we introduce a completely transparent serverless sort utility built on
top of Lithops that takes the user away from any resource management. We
include uncommon concepts in serverless systems such as speculative and
asynchronous MapReduce execution. We present a mathematic model to infer
the optimal number of workers for each sort job and we prove its effectiveness.
Finally, we test the performance of our algorithm against a standardized sort
benchmark.
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Introduction

1.1

Cloud computing and the serverless paradigm

The cloud computing model describes the on-demand provisioning of remote,
configurable computing resources and their access through the network[1], and it has been
widely adopted among developers during the past decade, by virtue of its scalability and
availability. Its main potentials were studied by UC Berkeley in 2009, where concepts as
operation simplification for cloud users, scalability and a pay-for-use billing model arised[2].
In 2006 Amazon offered for the first time its S31 (a low-cost, scalable cloud object)[3] and
EC22 (remote, configurable virtual machines)[4] utilities. Cloud computing has substantially
increased in users and offer since the launch of its first services, and its business currently
grows 50% annually[5]. However, users still must deal with virtual resource management
tasks that do not completely approach the promises mentioned in UC Berkeley’s report[2].
Many users struggle with configuration parameters in commercial cloud platforms, such as
virtual machine instance types, number of instances or pricing model. Frequently, even
experienced users do not exploit to the maximum the capabilities of the most common cloud
platforms.
As cloud users increase in number, management issues as the mentioned above also
make many developers reticent about cloud utilities. The need for a transparent alternative
to the classical IaaS3 model, that freed up the way to exploiting the real capabilities of cloud
computing and reaching a broader range of developers, emerged during the past decade.
Responding to this need, a shift to serverless computing started among cloud providers, a
recent paradigm that removes the explicit provisioning of resources and that bills based on
usage, and not based on allocated resources as classical cloud services do. That is, in
serverless computing, the user presumably forgets about management overhead and is only
responsible of code implementation.
The serverless paradigm was introduced by services such as Google BigQuery[6] and
AWS Glue[7] and, in 2015, Amazon launched the first “general” serverless service, AWS
Lambda[8], as a FaaS5 suite[9]. The FaaS architecture allows executing source code as
stateless functions in the cloud, removing resource management and allocation tasks. The
term stateless defines those functions that do not have knowledge about the external
computation state, and thus, they must receive all the required data as input parameters and
return all outputs as return values. A differential factor of FaaS compared to other cloud
services is its fine-grained billing model, which only depends on the runtime memory
selected by the user for the invoked functions and their aggregated execution time. In general
terms, this FaaS model has settled itself as the core, still not the only, service of the serverless
paradigm. In fact, cloud providers commonly offer serverless BaaS6 that fulfill specific
4
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Introduction
application requirements, such as authentication or database access that cooperate with
FaaS. The “A Berkeley View on Serverless Computing” paper defined serverless computing
as FaaS + BaaS and stablished the two indispensable features for a service to be considered
serverless: automatic and transparent scalability and usage-based billing[5].
Essentially, there are three features that untie serverless computing from serverful
platforms. First, that computation is stateless and it is provided by a different service from
the remote storage system. Thus, pricing of storage and computation becomes independent,
and so does scalation. The stateless tag means that the state of function, that is, the input
parameters and the data generated by the input, is not persistent, and hence, they have to be
read from/written to an external storage system. Second, resource managing is totally
automatized. And third, billing is made a posteriori, based on the use of the serverless
service, rather than a priori, allocating specific resources for a certain period of time.
Ultimately, serverless computing is constructed on top of a multi-tenant isolation based on
VMs7. In standard conditions, VMs could not be provisioned fast enough to give the
necessary performance for stateless functions. However, cloud providers have developed
consistent techniques to improve such provisioning. For instance, AWS Lambda has a
“warm pool” of VM instances prepared to receive a function, and an “active pool” of VM
instance that have already hosted the execution of a function and are ready for posterior
invocations.
1.2

Serverless computing in data analytics

Today, every leading cloud provider offers its own FaaS service, such as the above
mentioned AWS Lambda, IBM Cloud Functions[10], Azure Functions[11] or Google Cloud
Functions[12]. Thanks to their fine-grained elasticity and short start-up time, FaaS services
have been adopted by many major corporations. Netflix, for example, has integrated AWS
Lambda into small video chunk encoding, information archiving operations and security
verifications on cloud instances[13]. Not only content distribution platforms, but also
enterprises from completely disparate domains use FaaS. GreenQ Ltf., a smart waste
management company, uses IBM Cloud Functions for real-time monitoring and analytics of
municipal environments[14].
All serverless platforms follow similar patterns in their functioning. The user first
writes the code of a certain function in a high-level language from its laptop or its personal
computer. Second, they chose the trigger or the event that will start executing their function.
From that point on, it is the platform who manages the rest of components and protocols,
from choosing the server instances where the function will be remotely executed to ensuring
security and fault tolerance. Such simplicity in the use of distributed resources broadens the
computing capacity of a simple personal computer, that could act just like a front end
environment for a high-level language, performing all the computation in the cloud totally
out of users’ responsibility. Current serverless platforms provide a level of autoscaling,
isolation, flexibility and polyvalence that make them different from any other existing cloud
architecture.
What is more, users can include their own libraries into their serverless executions,
what makes them even more polyvalent in front of other architectures. With serverless
computing, it is possible for novices to invoke functions in the cloud out of any
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consciousness of the architecture behind the execution, but also it is favourable for cloud
experts to avoid losing time in provisioning tasks.
As a result, there exists an increasing interest on expanding the use of serverless
functions into science and engineering domains, especially for big data analytics and
processing tasks. Data scientist frequently deal with highly parallel operations of variable
data size and core number. Thus, data analytics seem to fit perfectly with the serverless
premises of scalability, elasticity, and fine-grained cost model. What is more, the
deployment of serverless functions is based on remote containers whose launch is
remarkably faster than that of virtual machines[15], and thus, easier to scale.
Cloud providers and third-party developers have invested on solid data analytics
platforms successfully adopted in academic and commercial domains, such as Apache
Hadoop[16] or Apache Spark[17]. Hadoop, for instance, is an open-source, scalable
distributed computing framework for the computation of large datasets across clusters of
computers. It includes its own simple programming model based on job FIFO scheduling
and automatic detection and handling of failures in the application layer. These platforms,
however, still present usage barriers related to hardware provisioning, especially for the
average scientific computing user.
In response to such limitations, previous reports have presented a few serverless data
analytics parallel frameworks over stateless functions, for simpler and more user-friendly
data processing in the cloud. Such frameworks permit the execution of single-machine code
in parallel in the cloud without explicit resource management. That is the case of
PyWren[18], which is based on AWS services, or its extension Lithops[19], which uses the
IBM Cloud. Both utilities allow the execution of jobs according to the MapReduce model,
the same model Hadoop is based on. MapReduce is a parallel programming model for large
dataset processing based on two consecutive phases, the map phase and the reduce phase.
The map phase calls a certain number of parallel tasks that split the data into partitions and
apply a predefined operation over them, so that each task only processes one partition. The
reduce phase calls another set of parallel tasks, and each of them gathers partial results from
the map phase and applies a second operation over the collected data. We call shuffling to
the all-to-all communication step between the map and the reduce steps.

Figure 1 Scheme of the MapReduce model (source: [20]).

Alternative serverless MapReduce prototypes have also been previously implemented,
namely Qubole[21] or Flint[22]. However, their API is more complex and they suffer from
longer startup times and performance issues[19]. PyWren and Lithops are both implemented
in python and share the same future-based interface with primitives such as map, wait,
get_result or call_async. Lithops increments the original PyWren implementation
with a basic map_reduce primitive, automatic data partitioning, nested parallelism, and
6
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customizable runtimes for serverless functions using Docker. In addition, AWS Lambda is
a proprietary platform, whereas IBM Cloud Functions use Apache OpenWhisk[23], an open
source serverless cloud platform. Thus, Lithops it is more flexible and gives a broader way
to optimizations.
The stateless nature of serverless functions is essential for Lithops’ transparency and
elasticity, as it disassociates the computation and storage ends of an application. However,
it makes the model dependent on an external storage system, and therefore on its bandwidth
and access throughput, for result persistence and communication between functions.
1.3

Lithops and the sort problem

Despite the previously listed functions, none of the serverless data analytics
frameworks implement a basic sort primitive. Indeed, sorting is a basic analytics operation
that perfectly fits the MapReduce model. In a standard MapReduce total sort, N segment
ranges must be defined first, based on the keys to be sorted. Then the input dataset is first
divided into M equal-size continuous partitions and each of them is assigned to a parallel
mapper task. Each of those M “mapper” tasks sorts its partition and segments it into the
previously defined segment ranges. Then, as many parallel reducer tasks as the number of
segments are called, and one segment is assigned to each one of them. The reducer task
gathers its assigned segment from every mapper’s output, concatenates the gathered
fragments and sorts the whole segment. Sorting in the reducers is presumably faster than in
the mappers (for equivalent data volumes) as reducer inputs are partially sorted by the
mappers. Finally, we get N totally sorted segments, that can be concatenated to get the totally
sorted dataset.
As seen, the sort algorithm is naïve to the MapReduce model. However, it encloses
several concerns that are critical for its optimization in both performance and cost. For
instance, load-balancing the computation volume of the reducers implies an initial sampling
of the dataset to evenly adjust the segment ranges. Many issues are inherently related with
distributed computing, such as the appearance of straggler functions, that is, functions of
significantly longer execution time than the average due to poor load-balancing, hardware
or network failure or competition with other tasks for shared resources.
However, the main bottleneck in a MapReduce sort is the intermediate shuffle step.
Shuffling is a major issue in every parallel MapReduce job as disk I/O operations increase
super linearly as number of tasks and the volume of the input data increase[22]. In the sort
algorithm its influence is critical, as all maps communicate with all reducers, and the total
size of the input dataset does not diminish during the whole algorithm. More specifically,
for M mappers and N reducers we have 𝑁 × 𝑀 intermediate files, and thus we can say the
number of intermediate files increases quadratically with the number of tasks.
In fact, shuffling is one of the main limitations of modern serverless computing
platforms. When performing such operations in VMs, several tasks can be collocated in the
same instance and can share copies of the data to be transmitted, reducing the total number
of request and improving the performance. With serverless functions, however, data can not
be shared due to their stateless nature. Hence, requests in all-to-all communication patterns
increase significantly. In such cases communication becomes the main bottleneck of
serverless computation. As I/O operations take such relevance, the external remote storage
accessible by cloud functions become an essential part when designing serverless systems.
From a general perspective, we find two fundamental options for remote storage
systems in the cloud. First, we have high latency, high bandwidth, persistent and cheap
7
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storage systems like IBM COS8 [24] or AWS S3. These services are the default storage
systems for Lithops and PyWren, respectively, as they allow the persistence of functions’
state and they are relatively cheap. Nevertheless, performance is far from optimal due to
their high latency. Second, we have low latency, ephemeral storage and expensive systems
like AWS Elasticache[25]. AWS Elasticache works over Redis[25], an open-source inmemory database designed for easy scaling and high performance. Although it gives better
performance than persistent storage systems, its cost is significatively superior and does not
persist data by default. In “Shuffling, fast and slow”[15] a mixed implementation of both
storage systems was demonstrated to give good performance on massive datasets. Their
implementation required the explicit allocation and management of both storage systems,
though, which goes against the transparency premise of the serverless paradigm. In Lithops
the external storage system is customizable, giving the possibility to alternate between
different latencies and configurations.
1.4

Contributions
The main contributions of the present work are the following:
•
•

•

8

We provide a mathematical model that infers the optimal number of sort
workers based on the dataset size to compute in a serverless shuffle-like
workload.
We implement an asynchronous and speculative execution system for
serverless MapReduce workloads. Asynchronous and speculative execution
are not a new concept for HPC systems, but its implementation has still not
been detailed in serverless architectures.
We implement a transparent and scalable serverless sort primitive on Lithops
and IBM COS easily integrable in cloud data analytics pipelines.

Cloud Object Storage
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2

Project motivation and proposal

This work was motivated by the joint work of URV9 together with EMBL10 and IBM,
in a collaboration for the H2020 CloudButton project[25]. The goal of the CloudButton
project is to “create a serverless data analytics platform, which “democratizes Big Data”
by overly simplifying the overall life cycle and cloud programming models of data
analytics”. As a prove of the project’s significance, the project works on use-cases for two
scientific domains; bioinformatics (genomics and metabolomics) and geospatial data
(LiDAR, satellital)[9].
More specifically, this study comes into being in a metabolomics use-case. The
original objective of the use-case was the implementation of a molecular annotation pipeline
for imaging mass spectrometry datasets from the Metaspace project[23], using serverless
technology, and more precisely, Lithops. At some phase of the pipeline, mass spectrometry
datasets had to be sorted through Lithops primitives, a bottleneck EMBL and IBM
developers found difficult to optimize with high-level, general primitives. Also, they
considered the sort a clearly generalizable operation for any kind of dataset, even out of the
Metaspace project scope. Thus, URV, who is a major contributor for the CloudButton project
and primarily authored Lithops’ paper[19], was asked for collaboration for the development
of an optimized sort primitive in Lithops.
The initial report asked for a new sort method in Lithops’ external interface that
performed a sort of input datasets, as a black box for the internal shuffling of data. Here we
present a transparent, black-boxed implementation of sort in Lithops that goes beyond the
basic implementation of a MapReduce sort, including performance optimizations based on
IBM Cloud resources and introducing new concepts previously not considered in serverless
data analytics frameworks, such as optimal number of worker prediction, speculative
execution of functions and asynchronous execution between the map and reduce phases.

Universitat Rovira i Virgili
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System overview and architecture

3.1

Sort on Lithops

We build our system upon python 3.6 and Lithops. Lithops is a python library that
allows the launch of massively parallel serverless python functions on the IBM Cloud from
the client python code. We use IBM Cloud Functions as our serverless FaaS platform and
IBM COS as our persistent remote memory backend to store all data.
Current primitives on Lithops launch functions asynchronously and need of an explicit
wait call to know when the workload has finished. We think it is valuable to implement
primitives that minimize user’s implication, returning the result to the user synchronously
without them needing to write further code. Our implementation follows this idea and serves
as a unique and self-sufficient primitive for data sorting.
3.2

IBM Cloud Functions

IBM Cloud Functions is built upon Apache OpenWhisk, an open-source platform for
executing serverless functions in response to events. By the time we write this document, a
standard account on IBM Cloud limits serverless functions to 600 seconds of execution time,
2048MB of runtime memory and 1200 concurrent invocations.
3.3

IBM COS

IBM COS is IBM Cloud’s remote memory storage service for unstructured data.
Metadata of serverless functions in Lithops is stored in IBM COS. In our system, we also
use IBM COS for the communication between serverless functions.
3.4

Lithops interface

Lithops provides a series of primitives for launching MapReduce style workloads with
serverless functions through IBM Cloud Functions. It uses IBM COS for storing
intermediate and output data, along with function metadata.
The Lithops framework provides a client that can work both locally at the client
computer or in the cloud. The client allows to remotely invoke serverless functions in IBM
Cloud Functions and saving related data in IBM COS. We present a diagram of its overall
workflow at Fig. 2.

Figure 2 High level diagram of a Lithops execution example (source: [19]).
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Briefly, Lithops serializes user’s python code and data and uploads them into IBM
COS. Then it invokes the functions from IBM Cloud Functions. Serverless functions write
a finish signal value into IBM COS when they are finished. To detect when functions have
finished from the user’s laptop, the Lithops client performs an active wait, polling IBM COS
for finish signals for each launched function. If functions have a return value, they write it
into IBM COS, and the Lithops client can download it into the user’s laptop.
3.5

Description of our system

We integrated a new sort function into Lithops as a standalone primitive. Our sort
function is called from the Lithops client and performs the sort operation on a CSV formatted
dataset stored in IBM COS in a completely automated manner.
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System design

4.1

Sort method for Lithops

4.1.1 Basis of the sort method
As our objective is a black-boxed sort with maximum transparency from the user
interface, we use the default compute and storage backends in Lithops, that is, IBM Cloud
Functions for serverless function invocations and IBM COS for input, intermediate and
output data storage. We consider that, although the only use of IBM COS may increase
latency for the reasons listed in Introduction, it is the most generalizable option from the
user’s perspective because of its persistence, price and its ease of provisioning.
We divide our serverless sort utility into three main synchronous steps; the “parsing”
step, the sampling step, and the true sort step. The “parsing” step is compulsory regardless
of the multiple sort execution modes (synchronous/asynchronous, monitored/not
monitored), whereas sampling can optionally be activated for load-balancing. If sampling is
not activated, the user must input segment ranges into the sort function call either as a list or
a pickled file name.
As we show in Fig. 4, all the inner workflow of the sort is managed by our Lithops
extension, the user only having to configure its Lithops client and to call our sort primitive.
In contrast with other Lithops primitives, the user does not have to explicitly call a wait
function for joining the serverless functions. Instead, we manage all remote invocations,
inform the user about the work progress, and finish the operation with a unique primitive
call.

Figure 3 High-level diagram of the sort method. The blue-coloured box
represents the domain managed by the user. The rose-coloured box
represents the domain managed by our extended Lithops. We overlap map
and reduce steps thanks to the asynchronous execution.

For efficiency concerns, we optimized the algorithm with several features that we will
describe below. Most of such optimizations are switchable or parameterizable from the sort
primitive header, which we present at Fig. 5. A critical part of such optimizations is the
asynchronous execution, which allows us to overlap both map and reduce phases, removing
the barrier in the middle of the MapReduce model. We also implemented a speculative
execution system, which is especially interesting for massively parallel workloads. All tests
and evaluations we present in this work focus on the asynchronous and speculative execution
modes activated, which have been proven to give better performance. However, and as we
show in Fig. 5, both features can be optionally switched off from the sort header.
12
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def sort(input_data_path, primary_sort_column, format_of_data="csv",
num_mappers=None, num_reducers=None, granularity=64,
speculative_map=True, speculative_reduce=True, asynchronous=True,
output_path=None, metadata_path=None, segment_ranges=None,
delimiter=None, dtypes=None)
Figure 4 Header of our sort primitive

Probably the most remarkable contribution of this work, besides the system itself, is
the user-transparent prediction of the optimal number of workers for the sort. Such feature
makes it optional for the user to specify the number of mappers and reducers at the header,
which could be especially useful in repetitive, routine, or automated workflows.
4.1.2 Sampling step
A critical aspect for MapReduce performance is the load-balancing of mapper and
reducer functions, as the increase of the execution time of even a unique function affects the
overall performance of the application. Since mappers are assigned equal-sized, contiguous
partitions based on the dataset size and the number of parallel functions, load-balancing their
input-data is not trivial, as it would not only be based on the key distribution but also in the
key positioning. However, load-balancing reducers’ input is more intuitive, and it is crucial
for the execution time of the application.
For load-balancing we must define equally sized segment ranges based on the key
distribution of the datasets, so that every segment has a similar number of entries. We use a
similar design to Hadoop, and we call as many sampler functions as the number of mappers.
The initial sample phase at the start of the sort algorithm generates a partition metadata file
in COS, from where mappers read segment ranges for classifying their partition entries.
In Fig. 4 we can see that sampling ranges can optionally be introduced by the user in
the header. In that case, the sampling step is not performed, and the program goes directly
into the sort step.
4.1.3 Sort step
As we mentioned in the introduction, the sort algorithm is based on the adaptation of
the sort problem to the MapReduce model. In Fig. 5 we depict an example of our sort
algorithm. In the previous sampling step, we defined segment ranges for each reducer. To
start, the dataset is virtually divided into as many equal-sized partitions as parallel map
functions, and each function is assigned one partition. Each mapper reads its partition from
COS and sorts it. Then, it segments its entries into the segment ranges, generating as many
intermediate files as the number of segments.
At the reduce phase, as many reducer parallel functions as segment ranges are called.
Each reducer function gathers the intermediate file of its assigned segment from each
mapper’s output, concatenates and sorts the data. Since mappers’ output is sorted, reducers
receive a partially sorted input. Thus, we use the Tim sort algorithm in the reducers, which
is favourable in those scenarios where input datasets have perfectly sorted runs[23]. Finally,
each reducer uploads its segment into IBM COS.
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Figure 5 Diagram of an example of the sort algorithm for 3 mappers and 3
reducers.

4.2

Chunked I/O

Input, output, and intermediate data is stored in IBM COS because of the stateless
profile of the serverless functions. The number of intermediate files grows quadratically with
respect to the number of functions in the shuffle step, as we argued in Introduction and as it
can be deduced from Fig. 5. Hence, the number of I/O operations to IBM COS can be
massive when the number of functions scales to hundreds or thousands of mappers and
reducers. Optimizing I/O operations can favour the execution time of the sort algorithm.
Other remote storage systems such as AWS S3 have specific request sizes that provide
optimal performance at I/O operations[26]. It is logical to think, then, that IBM COS could
also have an optimal size for I/O operations. Thus, we divide all I/O operations in mappers
and reducers into chunks of the optimal IBM COS chunk size. As we define in Execution
time prediction, we set the optimal I/O chunk size to 64 MB.
Reading IBM COS data in chunks opens additional ways to optimize the sort
algorithm. If each mapper would have to read a single partition of size 𝑃 in the naïve
𝑃
implementation, with chunked I/O of size 𝐶 it has to read [𝐶 ] chunks of size 𝐶 (except for
the last chunk of the partition). This feature is exploitable by pipelining both read and
computation in mappers. We concurrently read the partition chunks and sort them. When all
chunks are sorted, we concatenate them and sort the whole partition taking advantage of the
sorted run of each chunk through a Tim sort algorithm (see Sort step). We did not implement
pipelining at reducers as a unique sort after reading all chunks proved to be the fastest option.
4.3

Speculative execution

In parallel computation environments, stragglers are parallel tasks that run
significantly slower than the rest. In parallel workloads the total execution time is limited by
the slowest task in the job, so detecting and counteracting stragglers is essential for job
optimization. Common distributed data processing frameworks like Hadoop mitigate
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stragglers through speculative execution. Speculative execution is a computing optimization
technique based on performing additional tasks before knowing that they are strictly needed,
to prevent future setbacks. In the case of stragglers, speculative execution is applied by
monitoring the progress of every function in the parallel job, detecting slow functions, and
launching equivalent functions for those which are labelled as stragglers.
Stragglers are an inherent problem to classical distributed computer systems such as
clusters, as their performance downgrade can be due to several issues, such as network
saturation or hardware failures. Although serverless execution hides such components from
the user, functions are hosted in virtual machines into physical, remote servers, and thus such
problems can also emerge. Therefore, parallel workloads like our sort primitive could benefit
from a speculative execution system for serverless architectures.

Figure 6 Architecture of the speculative execution system. The monitor task
evaluates the progress of other serverless function and launches equivalent
speculative functions for stragglers. Lithops’ polling wait for a
representative of each function to end. All communication is performed
through IBM COS. F(x) refers to the function to be mapped. [i..N] refers to
the iterative structure to be scattered through mappers.

We implement the speculative execution adding communication between functions
through IBM COS. Our speculative system is depicted in Fig. 6. We launch a monitor task
that runs concurrently with the rest of the serverless function in the job. “Standard” functions
write their progress data into IBM COS as they compute their assigned data. In parallel, the
monitor task reads functions’ progress data and identifies straggler functions. For those
functions that are identified as stragglers, the monitor task launches new equivalent
serverless functions with the same exact assigned data and input arguments.
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From the client side, we extend Lithops’ polling wait for finished functions (see
Lithops interface) by reading IBM COS to detect new speculative functions launched by the
monitor task. The new client does not finish a job until it has one representative of each
function, either the original or the speculative. Once a function has finished, if it has
equivalents, the polling wait signals them to end through IBM COS. This way, we avoid
additional costs related to unnecessary tasks running at IBM Cloud Functions.
Our speculative execution model detects stragglers based on functions’ progress scores
(𝑃𝑆𝑖) and execution time (𝑇𝑖). We assume that the volume of data assigned to each worker
is load-balanced and that computational resources are identical for every function.
In our sort implementation, we exploit the chunked I/O feature for progress score
calculation. Mappers calculate their progress scores as the proportion of sorted bytes with
respect to the total bytes assigned. Reducers calculate their progress scores as the proportion
of read bytes with respect to the expected total bytes to receive. Assuming that segment
ranges are balanced, if the total dataset size is 𝑆 and the number of reducers is 𝑀, the
expected total bytes are 𝑆/𝑀.
The monitor task calculates the estimated execution time for each function (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑖 ) as
we reflect in Eq. 1.

𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑖 = (1 − 𝑃𝑆𝑖 ) × (

𝑃𝑆𝑖
⁄𝑇 )
𝑖

(1)

Then, on the one hand, it sorts monitored functions based on their 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑖 in descending
order. On the other hand, it sorts their 𝑃𝑆𝑖 in ascending order. It calculates the percentile
20% of all 𝑃𝑆𝑖 and identifies the first function in the 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝑖 -sorted list with 𝑃𝑆𝑖 under such
percentile, which is labelled as straggler.
Due to the overhead of uploading function data to IBM COS and loading it from IBM
Cloud Functions, serverless functions can delay their initialization a certain time, which we
call cold start. To mitigate this issue, we only consider those functions whose execution time
is greater than the 10% of that of the last function activated.
In addition to the model, speculation starts at 15 seconds from the start of the monitor
task. The monitor needs information of at least 10 functions to start speculating, and only a
10% percent of the total number of functions can be speculated, being 10 the maximum
number of speculable functions. All parameters were defined empirically.
4.4

Asynchronous execution

Each reducer can start gathering its assigned intermediate files since the very end of
the first mapper. That is, reducers do not need every mapper to finish to start their assigned
tasks. Hence, it is feasible to call reducers asynchronously, removing the barrier between the
map and reduce phases.
We extend Lithops with an asynchronous system that improves the performance of the
sort algorithm. Such utility starts to invoke reducers when a low percentage of the mappers
have finished, instead of waiting for all mappers to finish as in the naïve solution to the sort
problem. Reducers are directly called from Lithops’ polling wait, as we show in Fig. 7. We
set the percentage of mappers to 15% after empirical study.
As both speculative and asynchronous execution are extensions of the polling wait,
our main implementation supports both features simultaneously and we will focus on it
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during Implementation. However, and as we mentioned before, our sort primitive also allows
to switch off one of the two or both modes.

Figure 7 Architecture of the asynchronous execution system. The polling
wait polls IBM COS for finished mapper. When the 15% of the mappers
have finished, the polling wait invokes as many reducers as possible within
IBM Cloud’s limits. The wait does not return until all reducers have finished.
All communication is performed through IBM COS. Fm(x) refers to the map
function. Fr(y) refers to the reduce function. [i..N] refers to the iterative
structure to be scattered through mappers. [j..M] refers to the iterative
structure to be scattered through reducers.

4.5

Inference of the optimal number of workers.

We have refined a mathematical model that infers the optimal number of workers for
the sort algorithm in terms of execution time. Our system can calculate the ideal number of
serverless functions on the fly, detaching the user from performance decisions and allowing
them to focus on the data analytics. The model is based on the equations presented by authors
of Locus[15] for shuffling in high latency storage systems, as it is IBM COS, adjusted and
adapted to our own implementation.
4.5.1 Model
When working with serverless FaaS, physical memory per function is limited to a
certain range, in case of IBM Cloud, to up to 2048MB. When processing small data sizes,
the computation time tends to be lower than the I/O time. Thus, to predict the ideal level of
parallelism for a parallel serverless workload it could be sufficient to determinate the number
of workers that optimizes the interaction between serverless functions and the remote storage
system. We have only tested our model on IBM Cloud services; however, it should be
generic for any other cloud provider. In fact, we do not aim to calculate the exact execution
time for a specific configuration, which would be determined by many additional features,
but to know which configuration could give the best execution time.
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First, we consider that the size of the input dataset is of D bytes, and the number of
serverless functions is p. We assume that the number of mappers and the number of reducers
is the same, as the size of the data to be processed remains constant in both the map and
reduce phases. Each worker needs at least 𝐷/𝑝 bytes of memory for its assigned fraction.
Our I/O operations are performed in chunks of c bytes. Without chunking, the total
number of intermediate partitions would be 𝑝2 . With chunking, the number of intermediate
partitions is higher, [𝐷⁄𝑐 × 𝑝2 ] × 𝑝2 . This does not significantly increase, however, the
number of interactions with the storage system when using practical values for c, as
[𝐷⁄𝑐 × 𝑝2 ] tends to become a small constant that gives a real cost of 𝑂(𝑝2 ) .
The performance of the I/O operations between storage system and serverless
functions can be limited by bandwidth, as the maximum number of bytes transmitted per
second or throughput, as the number of operations completed per second. We assume that
both values are asymmetric for read and write operations. Hence, we denote read and write
bandwidth per worker as br and bw, respectively, and the aggregate read and write throughput
as qr and qw, respectively.
We want to find a minimum for our execution time prediction of the sort, which we
denote as 𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑝). Considering both phases of the sort, the execution time is given by Eq.
2. 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑝) represents the complete execution time for the map phase, whereas 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 (𝑝)
represents the same for the reduce phase.
𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑡 (𝑝) = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑝 (𝑝) + 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 (𝑝)

(2)

Each mapper reads a partition of size 𝐷/𝑝 in chunks, pipelined with the sort operation
(see Chunked I/O), segments its partition and writes the subpartitions into IBM COS. That
gives [𝐷⁄𝑐 × 𝑝2 ] × 𝑝2 requests. Considering the throughput as the bottleneck, it takes
𝑇𝑞𝑤 (𝑝) = ([𝐷⁄𝑐 × 𝑝2 ] × 𝑝2 )⁄𝑞𝑤 these request. Considering the bandwidth as the
bottleneck instead, we get an execution time of 𝑇𝑏𝑤 (𝑝) = 𝑆⁄(𝑏𝑤 × 𝑝) for the same case,
assuming that the bandwidth scales nearly for the available number of concurrent serverless
function. We tested such behaviour for IBM Cloud. Hence, we show in Eq. 3 the equation
that predicts the execution time for the map phase.
(3)

In the reduce phase, instead, each worker gathers its assigned intermediate files,
merges, sorts the data and writes it into the remote storage system. Thus, we depict the
formula for the execution time of the reduce phase in Eq. 4.

(4)

The search domain of p in Eq. 1 is bounded to [𝐷⁄𝑤 ] ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 𝑃, being P the
maximum concurrency level for serverless functions (1200 in IBM Cloud) and w the
physical memory assigned per function. Finding the global minimum for Eq. 1 gives us the
ideal number of workers for the sort.
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4.5.2 Parameter generation for the model
The described model needs some parameters to be previously calculated, specifically
bandwidth and throughput values. We have integrated an evaluator code into Lithops, that
executes the necessary performance evaluations between IBM Cloud Functions and IBM
COS and saves them in the local directory of Lithops. The evaluation takes a few minutes
and is low in cost and provides all the necessary data for inferencing the optimal number of
workers.
4.6

Execution workflow

Sorting a dataset with the sort primitive is simple from the user side. The user must
have python 3.6 or higher and Lithops installed and configured at a json file (see Annex).
Also, they need a bucket in IBM COS, hosting the dataset to be sorted. We depict a simple
workflow in Fig. 8.
import json
import pywren_ibm_cloud as pywren
config = json.load('config.json')
pywren_executor = pywren.ibm_cf_executor(config=config, runtime_memory=2048)
pywren_executor.sort("cos://us-east/german-data/Mouse_brain.csv",
primary_sort_column=1)
Figure 8 Example code for the sort primitive. Lithops must be configured
in the config.json file.

For the algorithm to correctly identify the dataset the user must input the absolute IBM
COS path, with the following format.
cos://<region>/<bucket>/<dataset_key>
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5.1

Integration with Lithops

Our system is integrated into Lithops with minimal modification of the original code.
For extended functions such as the wait we used monkey patching to temporarily substitute
the original function by our version and to reset the original once the sort has finished.
# Patch asynchronous functions to executor
patch_map_asynchronous(pw)
#### … ####
ft, reduce_job,
reduce_monitor_job = pw.map_reduce(_partition_into_segments,
map_args,
_reduce_partitions,
reduce_args,
speculative_map=speculative_map,
speculative_reduce=speculative_reduce)
res = pw.get_result(reduce_job,
fs=ft,
speculative_map=speculative_map,
speculative_reduce=speculative_reduce,
reduce_monitor_job=reduce_monitor_job)
unpatch_map_asynchronous(pw)
#### … ####
def patch_map_asynchronous(pw):
from pywren_ibm_cloud.sort.asynchronous.executor import map_reduce,
wait,
get_result
pw.map_reduce = map_reduce.__get__(pw, executor.FunctionExecutor)
pw.wait = wait.__get__(pw, executor.FunctionExecutor)
pw.get_result = get_result.__get__(pw, executor.FunctionExecutor)

def unpatch_map_asynchronous(pw):
pw.map_reduce = executor.FunctionExecutor.map_reduce.__get__(pw,
executor.FunctionExecutor)
pw.wait = executor.FunctionExecutor.wait.__get__(pw,
executor.FunctionExecutor)
pw.get_result = executor.FunctionExecutor.get_result.__get__(pw,
executor.FunctionExecutor)
Figure 9 Monkey patching example for the asynchronous map_reduce and
wait functions.
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5.2

Parsing step

In the “parsing” step, we launch a synchronous, sole serverless function that performs
a set of analytic operations on the dataset for the subsequent computation. We use the builtin call_async function from Lithops. Essentially, it infers the delimiter character of the
dataset and data types for each column if not specified by the user, it defines equally-sized
partition ranges for each phase 1 worker and it uploads the computation metadata in a pickled
“parser” file into IBM COS. Every serverless function in the sort functionality gets metadata
about the sort operation pulling the “parser” file from IBM COS
5.3

Sampling step

The sampling consists on a synchronous MapReduce operation invoking as many
mappers as the number of phase 1 workers (𝑁) and one reducer. We use the built-in
map_reduce function from Lithops, since it meets such features. If sampling is activated,
the parser defines, along with the rest of the computation metadata, N random byte ranges
over the dataset that are subsequently assigned to each of the sampling mappers. We sample
(𝑆×0.01)
0.01% of the total dataset size (𝑆), each range having a size of 𝑁 .
Each sampling mapper reads its assigned dataset bytes from IBM COS and converts
them into a Pandas data frame based on the attributes defined in the “parsing” step. It isolates
the keys’ column from the data frame and sorts it. It defines as many equally separated
quantiles starting from 0 as the number of phase 2 workers (𝑀), and it returns the values in
the corresponding positions of the keys’ column. Such values are each mapper’s segment
range proposal based on its sampled dataset range.
The sampling reducer receives a list of 𝑀 values from each mapper, and it calculates
the arithmetic mean of all the mapper values for each position from 0 to 𝑀. As a result, the
reducer gets 𝑀 values (𝑉) that are the consensus between all the mapper proposals,
representing the segment ranges for the dataset. Each phase 2 worker i from 0 to 𝑀 − 1 will
receive values with keys in the range 𝑉𝑖 , [V_i,V_(i+1)). Finally, the reducer appends the
segment ranges to the parser file. Thus, the parser file would be like Hadoop’s partition file,
as it contains partition ranges for phase 1 workers and segment ranges for phase 2 workers.
5.4

Sort algorithm

Lithops’ map primitive receives a function and an iterative structure as arguments and
calls one serverless function per iterated token. Hence, each mapped function executes the
same exact code and receives as argument its corresponding token. At the time of this work,
Lithops offers a basic map_reduce method that either calls one reducer to process the
output of all mappers in a classical gather operation, or, optionally, one reducer per input
key when the input is fragmented in IBM COS. Thus, Lithops’ framework does not provide
a direct utility for the all-to-all shuffle step for processing a single file without any preprocessing.
As a result, we implement the “all-to-all” MapReduce with two map calls. As
communication is done by directly polling to IBM COS, the communication metadata for
the all-to-all shuffle is uploaded into COS. Each function gets the metadata and interprets
what information to read or write based on the basic execution information it receives as
argument.
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5.4.1 Mappers
To implement the pipelining between read and computation at the mappers we use two
python threads following a producer-consumer design, reading chunks from IBM COS at
the producer and sorting them at the consumer. We depict a simplified version of the code
of the pipelined read and computation of the mapper at Fig. 10.
Inside the mapper, CSV bytes are converted into pandas data frames for their
processing. For the conversion we use pandas c engine as it is significantly faster than the
default pure python converter. Intermediate files between mappers and reducers and the final
output by reducers are pandas data frames serialized through the pickle library.
We use several techniques for optimization. As we show in Fig. 10, we preallocate the
necessary arrays for the data at the consumer before reading any chunk. For sorting we use
a key-pointer sort algorithm. Permutating the complete rows of the chunks at each iteration
would imply unnecessary workloads that can be mitigated through the key-pointer sort. We
only sort the column of the keys at each iteration, and we keep an array of pointers to each
of the rows that is sorted along with the keys. Once every chunk has been sorted, we perform
the final global sort on the partition an then we permutate the complete rows. This way, rows
only must permutate once during the algorithm.
At the consumer we use the IBM COS SDK for python to connect with COS and read
the chunks. More specifically, we use IBM COS client’s byte range argument to extract the
necessary chunk at each moment. We use the same client to write the subpartitions at the
end of the execution.
Although it is not depicted in the picture, writing the subpartitions from the mappers
is straightforward. We use pandas’ searchsorted method to define the limit of each range
at the data frame, we delimit each range in chunks and upload each chunk to IBM COS as
an intermediate file.
def _chunk_producer(t_i):
while not q_reads.empty():
c_i = q_reads.get()
read_part = ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=input_bucket,
Key=input_path,
Range=''.join(
['bytes=', str(read_bounds[c_i]),
'-',
str(read_bounds[c_i + 1] - 1)]))
df = read_csv(read_part['Body'], engine='c', index_col=None,
header=None, names=nms,
delimiter=delimiter, dtype=types)
with open("c_{}".format(c_i), 'wb') as f:
pickle.dump(df, f)
q_writes.put_nowait(["c_{}".format(c_i), part_size])
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def _chunk_consumer(t_i):
# Memory preallocation
df_columns = {nm: empty(0, dtype=types[nm]) for nm in nms}
key_pointer_str = {
'key': empty(0, dtype=types[nms[parser_data['column_numbers'][0]]]),
'pointer': empty(0, dtype='int32')
}
current_lower_bound = 0
while True:
[chunk_name, chunk_size] = q_writes.get(block=True)
accumulated_size += chunk_size
print("Processing chunk {}".format(chunk_name))
# Read intermediate file
with open(chunk_name, 'rb') as f:
df = pickle.load(f)
key_pointer_str['key'] = \
concatenate([key_pointer_str['key'],
df[str(parser_data['column_numbers'][0])]])
key_pointer_str['pointer'] = \
concatenate([key_pointer_str['pointer'],
array(range(current_lower_bound,
current_shape + current_lower_bound))])
for nm in nms_without_key:
df_columns[nm] = concatenate([df_columns[nm], df[nm]])
sorted_indexes = argsort(key_pointer_str['key']
[current_lower_bound:
(current_shape + current_lower_bound)],
kind='mergesort')
sorted_indexes = sorted_indexes.astype('uint32')
key_pointer_str['pointer'][current_lower_bound:
(current_shape + current_lower_bound)] = \
key_pointer_str['pointer']
[current_lower_bound:
(current_shape + current_lower_bound)]
[sorted_indexes]
key_pointer_str['key'][current_lower_bound:
(current_shape + current_lower_bound)] = \
key_pointer_str['key'][current_lower_bound:
(current_shape + current_lower_bound)]
[sorted_indexes]
current_lower_bound = current_lower_bound + current_shape
read_cnks += 1
if read_cnks == len(read_bounds) - 1:
for nm in nms_without_key:
df_columns[nm] = df_columns[nm][0:current_lower_bound]
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# Global sort
sorted_indexes = argsort(
key_pointer_str['key'][0:current_lower_bound],
kind='mergesort')
sorted_indexes = sorted_indexes.astype('uint32')
key_pointer_str['pointer'] = \
key_pointer_str['pointer'][0:current_lower_bound]
[sorted_indexes]
key_pointer_str['key'] = \
key_pointer_str['key'][0:current_lower_bound]
[sorted_indexes]
for nm in nms_without_key:
df_columns[nm] = df_columns[nm][key_pointer_str['pointer']]
df = _create_dataframe(df_columns,
key_pointer_str['key'], types, key_nm)
return df

with ThreadPoolExecutor(max_workers=DEFAULT_THREAD_NUM) as pool:
consumer_future = pool.submit(_chunk_consumer, 0)
pool.submit(_chunk_producer, 0
Figure 10 Simplified version of the map pipeline of concurrent read and
computation.

5.4.2 Reducers
Reducer also follow a producer-consumer design, reading intermediate files through
the producer and computing the chunks through the consumer. The main two differences
with the mappers are that chunks are directly read and unpickled from IBM COS, without
need of any conversion, and that the producer does not sort each chunk, as they are already
sorted, and performs a final global sort on its segment instead.
As in the asynchronous execution reducers do not have every mapper’s output from
the start, they poll IBM COS until they have read their assigned chunks from every mapper.
5.5

Speculative execution

Our speculative execution is an extension of two of Lithops functions. On the one
hand, we patch the map function with a new version that along with the map job itself,
invokes a monitor task that keeps up the progress of the other functions through IBM COS.
On the other hand, we extend the wait and wait_storage_monitor functions of
Lithops to ensure that at least one equivalent of each function finished and to send finish
signals to unnecessary functions.
For the monitor task to check the progress of the rest of the functions, the rest of the
function must explicitly write their progress data into IBM COS. We implemented a set of
basic functions for speculative execution-related tasks that can be easily inserted into the
function code (see Fig. 11).
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def _check_if_speculative(ibm_cos, args, index):
start_path = args['metadata']['start_path']
bucket = args['metadata']['communication_bucket']
try:
# Am I speculative?
ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="{}/{}.pickle".format(start_path,
index))
fname = "{}s".format(index)
is_speculative = True
ibm_cos.delete_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="{}/{}.pickle".format(start_path,
index))
except ClientError as ex:
if ex.response['Error']['Code'] == 'NoSuchKey':
# I am not speculative
ibm_cos.put_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="{}/{}.pickle".format(start_path,
index),
Body=pickle.dumps(index))
fname = str(index)
is_speculative = False
else:
raise
return fname, is_speculative
def _check_end_signal(ibm_cos, args, fname):
end_path = args['metadata']['end_path']
bucket = args['metadata']['communication_bucket']
# check finish
try:
ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="{}/{}.pickle".format(end_path, fname))
ibm_cos.delete_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="{}/{}.pickle".format(end_path,
fname))
return True
except ClientError as ex:
if ex.response['Error']['Code'] == 'NoSuchKey':
return False
else:
raise
def _upload_progress(ibm_cos, index, progress_score, runtime, args):
communication_path = args['metadata']['communication_path']
bucket = args['metadata']['communication_bucket']
# upload progress
progress_info = {'progress': progress_score, 'time': runtime}
ibm_cos.put_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="{}/{}.pickle".format(communication_path,
index),
Body=pickle.dumps(progress_info))
Figure 11 Auxiliary functions for the speculative execution.
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After empirical testing, we determined that the speculative execution parameters with
the greatest influence on straggler mitigation sensibility where the time from the start of the
monitor function to begin the speculations and the percentile of progress scores to take as a
threshold. We performed some sensibility tests that we illustrate in Fig. 12. The tests were
performed in the us-east region of IBM Cloud with 2048MB memory per function. For each
combination of percentile and start time, we launched 14 executions of the map phase with
artificial stragglers of increasing sleep time per I/O operation from 4 to 18, using the same
code we show at Fig. 16 snippets. We detected the percentage of correctly detected
stragglers. Our results show that the most sensible parameters are the speculation at 15
seconds from the start and the percentile 20 as the progress score threshold.

Figure 12 Sensibility on straggler mitigation varying the time to speculate
from the start and the progress score threshold percentile. For each pair of
values we performed 14 executions with artificial straggler of increasing
sleep time at each I/O operation, in the range [4, 18]. Results show that
progress score percentile of 20 and speculating at 15 seconds from start
could give the best results.

5.6

Asynchronous execution

We implement our asynchronous execution by patching Lithops’ built-in wait (and
get_result, an extension of wait for downloading the final results returned by the remote
functions into the client computer, not used in our sort implementation) and map_reduce
functions. We encapsulate both patched functions in a single sort function that calls
map_reduce followed by wait, making the internals of the asynchronous execution
transparent to the user. Thus, the user only must call our sort function with the
asynchronous option set to true and wait for the results.
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def wait_storage_monitor(fs, internal_storage, invoker, phase2_job,
speculative_phase1=True, speculative_phase2=True,
phase2_monitor_job=None,
monitor_func_pos=None, download_results=False,
throw_except=True, pbar=None,
return_when=ALL_COMPLETED,
threadpool_size=128, wait_dur_sec=1):
# Poll IBM COS for finished mappers
fs_dones, fs_notdones = _wait_storage(fs,
internal_storage,
download_results,
throw_except,
RETURN_EARLY_N,
MAX_DIRECT_QUERY_N,
pbar=pbar,
random_query=RANDOM_QUERY,
THREADPOOL_SIZE=threadpool_size)
#### ... ####
# Check if asynchronous reducers can be launched.
if len(phase1_index_finished) >
num_tasks_phase1 * ASYNCHRONOUS_COMPLETE_PERCENTAGE
and not phase2_to_invoke.empty():
runnable_task_margin = MAX_CONCURRENT_WORKERS - running_tasks – 1
next_phase2 = [phase2_to_invoke.get() for i in
range(min(runnable_task_margin, num_phase2))]
rfs = invoker.run(phase2_job, next_phase2)
phase2_futures = phase2_futures + rfs
running_tasks += min(runnable_task_margin, num_phase2)
if speculative_phase2 and not phase2_w_started:
# Invoke monitor task
rfs_m = invoker.run(phase2_monitor_job, [0])
phase2_futures = phase2_futures + rfs_m
running_tasks += 1
phase2_w_started = True
Figure 13 Reducer invocation inside Lithops’ polling wait.

Our map_reduce implementation receives both the mapper and reducer functions
and, if necessary, their respective input arguments. In our specific sort case, the mapper
function corresponds to the partitioning, and the reducer to the merge. It generates both the
mapper and reducer jobs but only invokes the mapper functions. Finally, it returns the
mapper futures and the reducer job information.
The wait function, and its internal wait_storage_monitor, receive the mapper
futures and reducer job information directly from the map_reduce function and polls IBM
COS periodically for finished mapper functions, like the original wait of Lithops. When a
certain percentage of mapper functions have finished (which in our sort case is set to a single
function, as results can start being merged instantly) reducer functions are invoked, as we
show in Fig. 13. If there are enough available slots considering the maximum parallelization
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level of remote invocations (1200 by default, in IBM Cloud), all reducers are invoked
immediately. If not, reducer functions are invoked progressively as mapper functions finish
their execution.
Our asynchronous MapReduce implementation is not only appliable to sort-like
workloads. In fact, we have implemented it generically and the percentage of mappers
needed to start the reducers is parametrized, so that it can receive any other job types that
imply multiple mappers and multiple reducers without the need of a barrier between.
5.7

Execution time prediction

As mentioned before, calculating the throughput and bandwidth parameters to infer
the ideal number of workers for the sort is automatized and is performed in a short interval
of time. Data is saved into Lithops’ local directory at the client computer, at the .lithops
directory of the user home path. If the algorithm does not detect the existence of files
corresponding to such data, the evaluation process is automatically performed. On the
contrary, if the information already exists and the user calls the sort method without
specifying the number of workers, the program performs the calculation itself.
The experiment to calculate the bandwidth is based on an experiment of the original
Lithops paper[18]. We write a 64 MB chunk per function for an increasing number of parallel
functions. For each function we calculate its bandwidth in MB/s, and we aggregated
bandwidth by summing the result of all functions. With 64 MB I/O size the aggregate
bandwidth scales linearly up to 1000 parallel functions, the current limit for IBM Cloud,
both for read and write operations. Thus, we can extract the aggregate bandwidth limit from
the pendent of the regression of the aggregate bandwidth vs worker number. We depict our
results in Fig. 14. Our aggregate bandwidth values are of 0.0393 GB/s for reads and 0.0295
GB/s for writes.

Figure 14 Aggregate bandwidth results between IBM Cloud and IBM COS
for read (GET) and write (PUT) operations. A) Results for read operations.
B) Results for write operations.
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Concerning the aggregate throughput, we measure the number of total I/O operations
of 64MB that can perform an increasing number of parallel workers on IBM COS. We
calculate the time for each function to perform 10 operations of 64MB, we calculate its
throughput as OP/s and we sum all throughputs to get the aggregate value. We increase the
level of parallelism until the aggregate throughput reaches a maximum and starts to decrease,
and we set that maximum as the aggregate throughput limit. We show our throughput results
for IBM COS in us-east at Tab. 1.
Table 1 Aggregate throughput results between IBM Cloud Functions and IBM COS on us-east, for read (GET) and write
(PUT) operations.

Number of workers

Read aggregate
(OP/s)

throughput

100

115.00

93.86

250

221.83

181.11

500

342.19

364.04

750

329.58

307.91
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Evaluation

We evaluated our sort utility in the us-east region, with 2048 runtime memory per
function. Our datasets where located in IBM COS in buckets at the same us-east region.
6.1

Performance on a standard sort benchmark

To check if our algorithm has comparable performance to previous sort
implementations in the literature, we chose the 100GB Tera sort as benchmark. The Tera
sort benchmark[27], originally based on sorting a terabyte of data, is a broadly accepted
sorting test for distributed system. We chose the 100GB Tera sort benchmark as real-life
datasets hardly reach a terabyte of data, and our implementation is more of a client-side basic
scalable sort utility than a high throughput system for massive data. For this test, we
implemented a serverless utility that generates a Tera sort dataset of a chosen size, imitating
the original TeraGen algorithm (see Annex B). We present our result in Tab. 2.
Table 2 Execution time results for our sort algorithm against a 100GB terasort dataset.

Number of workers

Execution time (s)

100

298.37

150

255.96

200

242.87

6.2

Inference of the optimal number of workers

Figure 15 Execution times for different worker numbers with our sort
primitive A) 5.1GB dataset B) 19.7GB dataset. Broad-range tests (A and C)
were performed with 3 replicas per execution. Tight-range tests (B and D)
were performed with 5 replicas per execution. Our inference returned 36 as
the optimal number of workers for the 5.1GB dataset and 52 as the optimal
number of workers for the 19.7GB dataset, close to the real behaviour of the
algorithm.
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We measured the real execution time for different worker numbers and compared it to
our number of worker prediction. We evaluated a 5.1GB dataset (Fig. 15 A, B) and a 19.7GB
dataset (Fig. 15 C, D). We only considered the sort step of the algorithm, and discarded the
sampling step, as it is not contemplated in our model.
Our inference stablished that the ideal number of workers for the 5.1GB dataset was
36. Our results show that the real optimal number of workers could be near 35, which
approximates our theoretical results. We got a minimum execution time of 42.54±1.28s with
35 workers. Tests with 36 workers had an execution time of 42.73±1.20s.
For the 19.7GB dataset we inferenced 52 as the ideal number of workers, whereas the
real would be between 55 and 75, as execution times are extremely similar among those
configurations. We got a minimum execution time of 83.26±3.02s with 55 workers, whereas
tests with 52 workers completed the sort in 84.85±2.11s.
Although results were better for 5GB than for 19.7GB, we must consider that the [55,
75] range of workers for 19.7GB gave extremely similar results. What is more, our model
returns a configuration only one second worse than the minimal but with 13 less workers,
probably reducing the total cost of the sort.
6.3

Straggler mitigation

# Straggler generation uploading a signal into IBM COS
straggler_ids_p1 = random.sample(list(range(num_workers_p1)),
max(int(num_workers_p1*DEFAULT_SPECULATIVECAP_TOTAL_TASKS), 1))
for id in straggler_ids_p1:
ibm_cos.put_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="straggler_{}".format(id),
Body=pickle.dumps(id))
straggler_ids_p2 = random.sample(list(range(num_segm)),
max(int(num_segm * DEFAULT_SPECULATIVECAP_TOTAL_TASKS),
1))
for id in straggler_ids_p2:
ibm_cos.put_object(Bucket=bucket,
Key="straggler_p2_{}".format(id),
Body=pickle.dumps(id))
# Mapper: defining itself as straggler
try:
ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=input_bucket,
Key="straggler_{}".format(range_i))
am_i_straggler = True
ibm_cos.delete_object(Bucket=input_bucket,
Key="straggler_{}".format(range_i))
except ClientError as ex:
am_i_straggler = False
# Mapper: straggler sleeps before I/O
if am_i_straggler:
time.sleep(sleep_time)
read_part = ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=input_bucket,
Key=input_path,
Range=''.join(
['bytes=', str(read_bounds[c_i]), '-',
str(read_bounds[c_i + 1] - 1)]))
Figure 16 Snippets for the artificial straggler generation experiment.
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To determinate the performance of the straggler mitigation through speculative
execution we introduced artificial stragglers into sort jobs for a 10 GB dataset. We checked
the influence of the speculative execution against introducing stragglers only in the map
phase, only in the reduce phase and in both phases.
To generate artificial stragglers, we introduced 10s sleep times before I/O operations
in randomly selected functions of the job, simulating random saturations on the connection.
In Fig. 16 we show some snippets of the experiment.
We depict our results in Fig. 17. We improved the execution time with the speculative
execution against the executions with stragglers. Apparently, the effect of stragglers is
greater during the reduce phase than the map phase.

Figure 17 Effect of the speculative execution on straggler mitigation. The
yellow bar reflects the execution time with the speculative execution
activated and with artificial stragglers during both the map and reduce
phases. The blue bars reflect the execution time with the speculative
execution deactivated and stragglers both in mappers and reducers, in only
mappers, and in only reducers, respectively.
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Future perspectives

Once proved the performance of our model and the predictability of the inference
method, we must focus on broader research on serverless shuffle-based analytics. The most
straightforward target would be the implementation of additional analytics utilities that could
benefit from the contributions of this work. Such utilities could be classical sort-by-key or
top-k operations, for instance.
An interesting approach on serverless architectures is managing its fine-grained billing
model to reach optimal systems in all possible aspects. We could put our effort in the
definition of a new model than would not only consider the number of workers to get the
best performance, but the overall cost-effectiveness of each configuration. Ensuring the user
first, performance, and second, cost optimization could bring serverless analytics closer to
not specialized or sceptical programmers.
Finally, we could export our model and our implementation to other Cloud providers
and frameworks, as there is little precedence on fully transparent serverless sort utilities. We
should not only target distributed or serverless interfaces. Serving as a link between cloud
computing and non-cloud programmers is one of the main goals of serverless architectures.
To face this challenge, we should insert serverless primitives into everyday use analytics
frameworks, minimizing the influence on the programmer’s routine.
Developers of widely used data science libraries, like SciPy, have already stated the
need to include distributed operators in their interface[28]. The authors of the original
PyWren for AWS, for instance, introduced Numpywren, a serverless framework for linear
algebra workloads[27]. However, previous work on basic, transparent analytics and data
science primitives in serverless environments is scarce. Operators like our fully transparent
sort method could integrate into existing frameworks and extend data analytics to data
volumes impossible to manage in personal laptops.
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Conclusion

From my personal experience, this was a great final degree project to get into cloud
computing and state-of-the-art architectures as serverless systems are. I consider that, even
if we worked on it during the degree, it is necessary to dive into a real project to really
understand what cloud computing is about. What is more, now I feel concepts that previously
were overwhelming for me a lot closer and reachable.
This work has been key for me to decide my next steps, and thus I am grateful to the
work itself and everyone that has helped me during the development. Our short-term goal
with the project is to be accepted as an industry track, and even if we are not approved, I feel
this first approach with the science domain has been completely fulfilling.
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Annex A: Accessing and configuring Lithops
All information about Lithops can be found at its GitHub repository.
https://github.com/lithops-cloud/lithops
To configure Lithops’ JSON file you only have to sign up your account into IBM
Cloud (https://www.ibm.com/cloud) and check that your IBM COS and IBM Cloud
Function accounts are accessible from IBM Cloud’s main page. A standard IBM Cloud
account provides free tiers for both IBM Cloud Functions and IBM COS that allow you to
test our sort primitive without any billing. Once you have ensured your account is up in both
services, set your configuration JSON file following the instructions at lithops config.
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Annex B: Serverless TeraGen
The TeraGen algorithm is the original algorithm to generate the appropriate dataset for
the Tera sort benchmark. We adapted the original algorithm in Hadoop into Lithops, writing
the resulting file into IBM COS.
The Tera sort dataset consists of rows of 100 bytes, from which the first ten are the
keys to sort, followed by a tabulator, and the next 88 are a random filler, followed by a
newline. Keys and fillers are generated randomly from a list of determinate seeds through a
series of arithmetical operations. We copied such seeds into our algorithm for the result to
be equal to the original.
Our algorithm is built upon a basic map_reduce primitive, following the same
splitting system as the original system through the concurrent serverless functions. Each
mapper generates its split, uploads it into IBM COS as a part of a multipart upload and
returns the tag necessary for the final completion of the upload. A single reducer receives all
the tags and completes the upload into IBM COS. We present a snippet of the code of each
splitter and that of the reducer in Fig.
# Teragen reducer
def complete_upload(results, ibm_cos):
metadata_info = pickle.loads(
ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=METADATA_FILE_BUCKET,
Key=METADATA_FILE_KEY)['Body'].read())
#### ... ####
parts_info = dict()
parts_info['Parts'] = [
{
'ETag': results[index],
'PartNumber': index+1
}
for index in range(len(results))
]
ibm_cos.complete_multipart_upload(Bucket=output_bucket,
Key=output_key,
UploadId=upload_id,
MultipartUpload=parts_info)
# Teragen mapper
def map_split(ibm_cos, x):
metadata_info =
pickle.loads(ibm_cos.get_object(Bucket=METADATA_FILE_BUCKET,
Key=METADATA_FILE_KEY)['Body'].read())
#### ... ####
# preallocation of structure
filler = [65 + i for i in range(10) for j in range(26)]
row = [0 for i in range(100)]
rows = bytearray()
rand = RandomGenerator(first_row)
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for index, row_id in enumerate(
range(first_row, first_row + num_rows)):
for i in range(3):
temp = rand.next() / 52
row[3 + 4 * i] = 33 + (temp % 94)
temp = temp / 94
row[2 + 4 * i] = 33 + (temp % 94)
temp = temp / 94
row[1 + 4 * i] = 33 + (temp % 94)
temp = temp / 94
row[4 * i] = 33 + (temp % 94)
if int(row[0]) is 34:
row[0] = int(35)
if int(row[9]) is 34:
row[9] = int(35)
# add tabulator
row[10] = 9
# row id
row_digits = [int(d) for d in str(row_id)]
base_index_n = 11
num_spaces = 10 - len(row_digits)
for i in range(num_spaces):
row[base_index_n + i] = 48
for index, digit in enumerate(row_digits):
row[base_index_n + index + num_spaces] = digit + 48
# filler blocks
base = int(row_id * 8 % 16)
for i in range(7):
current_disp = base_index_n + 10 + 10 * i
fill_val = filler[(base + i) % 26]
for i in range(10):
row[current_disp + i] = fill_val
current_disp = base_index_n + 10 + 70
fill_val = filler[(base + 7) % 26]
for i in range(8):
row[current_disp + i] = fill_val
# newline
row[99] = 10
rows += (bytearray([int(v) for v in row]))
byte_rows = bytes(rows)
upload_part = ibm_cos.upload_part(Bucket=output_bucket,
Key=output_key,
Body=byte_rows,
UploadId=upload_id,
PartNumber=int(x)+1)
return upload_part['ETag']
Figure 18 Code snippets of the TeraGen mapper and reducer.
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Annex C: Disponibility of the code
All the code commented during the work and the full sort implementation are
contained in CloudLab group’s (Universitat Rovira i Virgili, Tarragona) private gitlab
repository, and are publicly accesible.
https://git.cloudlab.urv.cat/geizaguirre/primula
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